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Microservice architecture is a cloud-native architectural style, which has attracted extensive attention from the scientific research
and industry communities to benefit independent development and deployment. However, due to the complexity of cloud-based
platforms, the design of fault-tolerant strategies for microservice-oriented cloud applications becomes challenging. In order to
improve the quality of service, it is essential to focus on the microservice with more criticality and maximize the reliability of the
entire cloud application. This paper studies the modeling and analysis of service reliability in the cloud environment. Firstly, a
formal description language is defined to model microservice, user request, and container accurately. Secondly, the reliability
analysis is conducted to measure a critical microservice’s fluctuation and vibration attributes within a period, and the related
properties of the constructed model are analyzed. Thirdly, a fault-tolerant strategy with redundancy operation has been
proposed to optimize cloud application reliability. Finally, the effectiveness of the method is verified by experiments. The
simulation results show that the algorithm obtains the maximum benefits and has high performance through several experiments.

1. Introduction

Cloud computing is becoming the mainstream of informa-
tion technology, which usually involves providing dynamic,
scalable, and virtual resources through the Internet. Cloud
applications are usually large in scale, have complex struc-
tures and contain many distributed components. With the
extensive deployment of information systems in critical
industries and the continuous expansion of cloud computing
applications, the demand for high reliability and cloud com-
puting availability is becoming more urgent. Fault-tolerant
technology is an effective way to ensure reliability using the
redundancy method to eliminate the influence of fault. A
new Fault-Tolerant Elastic Scheduling Algorithm FESTAL
for real-time tasks is designed to promote resource utilization
[1]. Research on fault-tolerant cloud computing technology
can improve the performance so that the task being proc-
essed will not terminate abnormally or complete the con-
straint time functions.

Many of the existing studies on cloud workflow systems
focus on reducing the budget and ensuring effectiveness by

identifying the critical services in the cloud environment.
Determining the potential costs of cloud computing can be
complex considering the cloud application reliability. The
heuristic search determines the most potential mobile edge
computing nodes for each IoT service to meet the reliability
requirement based on priorities [2]. There have been
attempts to build neural network models for Quality of Ser-
vice (QoS) prediction. The deep neural networks have
achieved exciting results in improving QoS in cloud applica-
tions by alleviating overfitting problems. It is necessary to
identify the components in cloud applications with high fail-
ure risk and reduce the adverse effects [3]. However, the
existing methods are limited due to the lack of modeling
and analysis of fluctuation reliability time series. Hence, pro-
viding highly reliable cloud applications is a challenging and
critical research issue.

Microservice architecture offers an alternative solution to
realizing software modularization, which has the enormous
advantages of solid substitutability, sustainable development,
independent scalability, and sustainable delivery. Due to the
complexity of applications in the cloud-based system,
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services are often completed by multiple microservices in
complex networks. Microservices bring benefits for imple-
mentation flexibility, smooth scaling, improved delivery
speed, and flexibility. It overcomes the shortcomings of the
high deployment cost with traditional monomer and inflexi-
ble response to environmental changes. For Quality of Expe-
rience (QoE) requirements, the microservice-oriented
application needs long-term stable implementation due to
environmental changes [4]. Hence, how to guarantee the reli-
ability of microservice-based cloud applications is considered
a challenging problem.

To solve these problems systematically, we propose a reli-
ability sensitivity and vibration measurement method based
on disturbance perception to limit the changing reliability
amplitude and frequency. The Fault-Tolerant Cloud Appli-
cation Reliability Enhancement (FTCARE) strategy using a
redundancy mechanism for Microservice-Oriented Cloud
Application (MOCA) are proposed to improve QoS. How-
ever, the redundant nodes are limited, so distributing the
constraint resources to optimize the reliability of cloud appli-
cations is a problem answered in this paper.

In this paper, our contributions are as follows:

(i) Firstly, the predicated Petri nets are used to model
different components of MOCA, such as microser-
vice request, microservice, microservice composi-
tion, and container. Then, we identify the critical
microservice in complex cloud applications

(ii) Secondly, a time-homogeneous reliability analysis
method based on microservice is proposed. The crit-
icality of each microservice is evaluated through
request frequency. The reliability sensitivity is calcu-
lated by analyzing the impact of disturbance of the
microservice on the whole cloud application. The
reliability time series of microservice conforms to
the 1st-order Markov Chain evolution rule

(iii) Finally, an active adaptation method to reduce the
impact of degradation and fluctuation on microser-
vice composition has been proposed to ensure the
reliability of cloud applications. The extensive exper-
iments evaluate the effectiveness of improving
MOCA reliability

The rest is organized as follows. First, Section 2 summa-
rizes the existing works. Next, Section 3 and Section 4 intro-
duce the research methodology and modeling cloud
application with PrT net, respectively. Then, we propose a
ranking algorithm for evaluation and apply the FTCARE
strategy in Section 5. Section 6 shows experiments, and Sec-
tion 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

Many types of research have been done in the cloud environ-
ment in recent years to improve the availability and reliability
of cloud services. Vincenzo and Dragi [5] study and propose
a novel method of task unloading with Pareto optimization,
which considers three objectives: response time, reliability,

and cost. Clab et al. [6] propose a delay adaptive replica syn-
chronization strategy and a replica recovery strategy based
on load balancing to solve replica synchronization and recov-
ery of failed nodes in the cloud application. Some indicators
have been proposed to measure software reliability, such as
Mean Time To Failure (MTTF), Rate of Failure Occurrence
(RoCoF), hazard rate, and Probability of Failure on Demand
(PoFoD). MTTF and hazard rate are more suitable for system
failure with statistical regularity in time. In Ref. [7], the theo-
retical prediction of the overall MTTF is provided to meet the
QoS requirements by fine-tuning the redundancy granular-
ity. Chen et al. [8] improved the cloud service performance
by minimizing the propagation of uncertainty in the schedul-
ing workflow application. In Ref. [9], a redundancy minimi-
zation algorithm using RIR calculates workflow reliability
without calculating the reliability of each task. In order to
solve the problems of network instability and limited band-
width, a reliable VANET routing decision-making scheme
based on the Manhattan mobile model is proposed by Gao
et al. [10] who consider integrating roadside units (RSU) into
wireless and wired modes for data transmission and routing
optimization.

A considerable amount of literature focuses on designing
new methods of modeling services in the cloud computing
environment. Firas and Mazlina [11] offer a literature survey
towards agent-based Petri net decision-making modeling for
cloud service composition. In Ref. [12], a reliability predic-
tion model based on Petri nets is proposed. For an atomic
service, a phased reliability model is proposed to predict the
reliability from four aspects: network environment availabil-
ity, hermit equipment availability, discovery reliability, and
critical reliability. A method of constructing reliable service
composition is proposed in Ref. [13] with the Petri net, which
provides a method to observe the essential behavior of com-
ponents and describe their relationships. Huang et al. [14] try
to solve these challenges by designing a simulation-based
optimization method for reliability-aware service composi-
tion. A composite stochastic Petri net model of multilayer
edge computing system dynamics is proposed and analyzed
quantitatively. Zang et al. [15] propose a scheme to automat-
ically generate a service dependency graph using a service
registry and improve the service fault tree with a reliability
model. In Ref. [16], a Finite State Machine (FSM) model-
driven architecture is established, and a typical implementa-
tion of the architecture is discussed, including two actual use
cases and related evaluations.

Microservices are increasingly regarded as a promising
architecture style, building large-scale cloud-based applica-
tions within and across organizational boundaries. This
microservice-based architecture dramatically improves
application scalability, but it also brings expensive perfor-
mance overhead, which requires careful design of modeling
and task scheduling [17]. The proposed methods in this
paper are different from the related works that we considered
microservice composition with workflow scheduling. Yao
et al. [18] propose a fault-tolerant multiprocessor scheduling
algorithm using time redundancy. Zhao et al. [19] combine
the resubmission and replication with meeting the soft time
limit of the workflow. Setlur et al. [20] study the scheduling
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problem with less resource redundancy to optimize the reli-
ability and minimize the completion time. In Ref. [21], a rep-
lication heuristic algorithm in an unsupervised way has been
studied. Safari et al. [22] consider the number of copies, fre-
quency, and reliability and uses the reserved processor to rep-
licate and redistribute copies on the reservation processor.

In the field of cloud-based software stable operation,
fault-tolerant technology has been widely concerned with
solving the reliability problem under a dynamic and uncer-
tain operating environment. Gao et al. [23] propose a
dynamic reconfiguration method of mobile e-commerce ser-
vice workflow based on cloud edge. Using task replication,
Sharif et al. [24] meet the reliability requirements by improv-
ing the service quality. Yao et al. [25] propose a nonreplicat-
ing model to take over the failed fog node to normalize the
fog node by using an operable fog node. Ray et al. [26] pro-
pose a novel workflow scheduling algorithm for a cloud
application, which combines resubmission and replication.
In Ref. [27], an active fault-tolerant system based on CPU
temperature is proposed, preempting the federation faults.
Shi et al. [28] propose a strategy with mechanism, execution
mode, and required resource, ensuring real-time applica-
tions. In Ref. [29], the temporal-perturbation aware reliabil-
ity sensitivity, a disturbance sensing method, is proposed to
measure the reliability sensitivity of cloud service compo-
nents for adaptive cloud service selection.

Although there are many kinds of research on reliability,
few current research works consider the reliability of
microservice-based cloud application. In particular, we focus
on modeling the reliability of cloud applications based on
microservice through a redundancy operation. One of the
main goals is to reduce the importance of microservices so
that the microservices with high request frequency can be
backed up. Thus, the reliability of cloud applications is mod-
eled by the fluctuation frequency and amplitude of reliability
in a cycle. In this way, the reliability of microservice compo-
sition is maximized.

3. Framework for Reliability Modeling
and Analysis

This section discusses how to model the problem and build
the whole framework, covering the reliability analysis
approach in the following research. As shown in Figure 1,
three blocks with solid lines represent three different mod-
ules, and three dotted boxes are the analysis process.

3.1. User Module. A user requests the service from the cloud
application, in which user requests can be quantitatively
described by request frequency. That is, there are n requests
from a user per unit time. In each unit time, the failure rate
of a microservice is variable due to the change of environ-
ment. Besides, in the SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) environ-
ment, the microservice composition required by users is
usually composed of multiple microservices, which serve
with different request frequencies.

3.2. Microservice Composition Module. By arranging the
microservices in the workflow, the tasks are distributed as a

whole cloud application, in which the microservice has an
independent failure rate. However, there are dependency
and cascade relationships between microservices in practical
applications, which will affect the whole application. When a
microservice calls the task in the other microservice, the
workflow process is regarded as a combination of
microservices.

3.3. Redundancy Module. The microservices deployed using
containers are independent of one another. Each microser-
vice in a container implements multiple tasks such as catalog
microservice, ordering microservice, and user profile micro-
service. An FTCARE strategy with Cloud Application Reli-
ability Optimization (CARO) algorithm for cloud
application is proposed to achieve more reliable, more effec-
tive and more robust design. Furthermore, the execution
model depends on the deadline of microservice and execu-
tion types.

3.4. Reliability Analysis Module. The formal model of micro-
service composition with a reliability attribute and its time
series is defined. The reliability evaluation method is pro-
posed based on failure probability and exponential reliability
equation. The concept of reliability perturbation is defined to
describe the reliability changes in continuous time series. The
reliability in the evaluation period is calculated with sampled
period and failure rate. The microservice sensitivity helps to
measure the degradation attribute. The reliability sensitivity
based on interference perception and the negative effect of
microservice reliability interference is analyzed.

3.5. Critical Identification Module. We propose a microser-
vice ranking framework based on the PageRank algorithm
for fault-tolerant cloud applications. Since MOCA involves
many microservices, it is expensive to provide a redundant
replacement for all microservices in cloud applications.
Therefore, it is necessary to identify a small number of critical
microservices to reduce costs and develop highly reliable
cloud applications within a limited budget.

3.6. Reliability Optimization Module. To calculate cloud
application reliability, we combine the time-homogeneous
reliability disturbance analysis to identify the critical micro-
services. Since the reliability value for each microservice is
calculated, the microservices are sorted based on their reli-
ability. The ranking algorithm generates the redundancy
scheme. For the FTCARE strategy with redundancies, the
most critical microservice determines the optimal solution.

4. Reliability Model Based on PrT Net

This section describes the definition of the basic concept and
the reliability calculation with predicated Petri net (PrT net),
which includes three modeling modules in the framework.
Then, the reliability model is analyzed, and the PrT net vari-
ables are applied as the parameters in the calculation.

4.1. PrT Net Syntax and Semantics. As a graphical modeling
tool and formal method with a rich mathematical founda-
tion, PrT net has been widely used to represent the
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microservice and influencing factors, and we give the basic
definitions as follows:

Definition 1. A triple N = ðP, T , FÞ is defined as a Petri net.

(1) P = fp1, p2,⋯, p∣p∣g is a finite set of places

(2) T = ft1, t2,⋯, t∣t∣g is a finite set of transitions and P
∪ T ≠Ø, P ∩ T ≠Ø

(3) F ⊂ ðP⨉TÞ ∪ ðT⨉PÞ is a set of directed arcs

The PrT net is used to model the execution process of
microservice instances. The state, possible operation, and
parameter of microservice instances are described by reposi-
tory, transformation, and interface, respectively. For any x
∈ ðP ∪ TÞ, set x = fy ∣ y ∈ ðP ∪ TÞ ∧ ðy, xÞ ∈ Fg and x = fy ∣ y
∈ ðP ∪ TÞ ∧ ðx, yÞ ∈ Fg correspond to the input and output
of x, respectively.

Definition 2. A 6-ary tuple Σ = ðN , IO,D, AT , AF ,M0Þ is
called PrT net and used as the primary service net (PSN),
where we have the following:

(1) N = ðP, T , FÞ is a basic Petri net, where P, T , and F,
denote the finite set of place, transition, and arc,
respectively

(2) IO ⊂ P is a special set, which is the interface of Σ

(3) D is a nonempty finite individual set, and f D and f S
are given as predicate sets and symbol sets, respectively

(4) AT : T ⟶ f D, for t ∈ T , the free variable in ATðtÞ
must be a directed arc free variable with t as one end

(5) AF : F ⟶ f S, if ðp, tÞ ∈ F or ðt, pÞ ∈ F, then AFðp, tÞ
or AFðt, pÞ is the sum of nary symbols and is null
by default

(6) M : P⟶ f S is the marking of Σ, M0ðpÞ is the initial
marking

For ∀t ∈ T , if FVðtiÞ = fx1, x2,⋯, xng, the individuality
set fd1, d2,⋯, dng meets di ∈ fMðpÞ ∣ p∈•t ∪ t•g and di cor-
responds to the variable xi, denoted by thd1, d2,⋯, dni: For
any ti ∈ T , the input/output arc of transition ti and the set
of free variables in ATðtiÞare denoted asFVðtiÞ
.ATðtÞhd1, d2,⋯, dniandAFðp, tÞhd1, d2,⋯, dnidescribe that
the individuals d1, d2,⋯, dn replace the formula ATðtÞ and
the predicate AFðp, tÞ, respectively. If ATðtÞhd1, d2,⋯, dni
= true, then thd1, d2,⋯, dni is called a feasible replacement
of transition t under M. All feasible replacements of transi-
tion t under M are denoted by set VPðM, tÞ.

If VPðM, tÞ ≠Ø, then transition t is enabled under M,
denoted byM½t > . Transition t is enabled underM if and only
if there is a feasible replacement under M. All the enabled
transitions underM are denoted by set ETðMÞ. For transition
ti ∈ ETðM), if there is no transition t j ∈ ETðMÞ, whose priority
is higher than ti, the firing of transition ti underM is effective.
All the effective firing transitions under M are denoted by set
FTðMÞ. The process thatM reaches a new markingM ′ by fir-
ing a feasible replacement tihd1, d2,⋯, dni of transition ti is
denoted by M½tihd1, d2,⋯, dni >M ′.

We model the microservice MS with PSN, where P is the
place in the Petri net and represents the different states of the
microservice MSðiÞ. T is a set of firing microservice, repre-
senting the transitions in Petri nets. F is the set of arcs
between p and t. W is a function defined on t, which repre-
sents the weight of transitions. M0 represents the initial state
of the microservice MSðiÞ. M0 = fm01,m02,⋯,m0ng,
wherem0nis the number of tokens at state n, and M is the
number of tokens at n.

The microservice composition with many microservices
can be defined as the hierarchical framework. On this basis,
the HMCN definition for microservice composition with dif-
ferent structures is given.
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Figure 1: Framework for reliability modeling and analysis.
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Definition 3. A 6-ary tuple Ω = ðΣ, Γ, TI, TA, PI, PAÞ is
called hierarchical microservice composition net (HMCN).

(1) Σ is a PSN, which describes the basic structure of Ω

(2) Γ = fΓi ∣ i ∈N ∗g is a finite set of pages, PSN or
HMCN. If Ni = ðPi, Ti, FiÞ, then ∀Γi, Γj ∈ Γ,
ðPi ∪ Ti ∪ FÞi ∩ ðPj ∪ T j ∪ FjÞ =Ø

(3) TI ⊂ T is a collection of alternative nodes, where each
page corresponds to a replacement node

(4) TA : TI⟶ Γ is the page allocation function, which
is used to assign specific pages for a replacement node

(5) PI ⊂ P is a set of port nodes that describe the input
and output locations of the substitute nodes

(6) PA is a port mapping function. The purpose is to
map the port node of the replacement node to the
interface of the corresponding page

PSN is a special case of HMCN, namely HMCN with Γ,
which is equal to null. HMCN is mainly used for modeling
the components in MOCA or the whole microservice com-
position. Individual set D is mainly used to describe micro-
service set or available instance set.

According to the microservice relations and behavior
characteristics of microservices, PSN and HMCN are map-
ping with a double circle and a dotted circle, respectively.
The page allocation function is to assign specific pages for
each replacement node. In order to distinguish between the
input interface and output interface, the input interface is
marked with superscript I, and the output interface is marked
with superscript O. In particular, only some basic concepts
are introduced, and other concepts can refer to Ref. [30].

The microservice request is modeled as HMCN shown in
Figure 2, which has the specific operation process: (1) Place
ps is used to store the execution task for request. Transition
treq fires if others request the microservice MSðiÞ. (2) After
obtaining the input parameter pIser s, the task individual is
ready to put into the execution places pexe and pctrl to control
the deadline. If the task cannot realize the function within the
deadline (MðptoÞ ≠Ø), time-out transition tto is fired. Other-
wise, the execution time is insufficient before task deadline
t > Tdeadline, where t = Tarrival + texecution. The parameters
Tarrival and texecution represent arrival time and consuming
execution time in the container, respectively. Next, the task
results are fed back from the container (MðpOcontaineroÞ ≠Ø),
then output after firing texe is transferred to place pOser e.
Finally, place pe is the termination of the microservice
request.

Places pIser s and pOser e with dotted circles are mapping to
places pser sðiÞ or pser sðjÞ and pser eðiÞ or pser eðjÞ with double
circles, respectively, which define the fundamental structures
of microservice composition in Definition 4. Places pIcontaineri
and pOcontainero with dotted circles are mapping to places
pcontaineri and pcontainero with double circles, respectively,
which formulates the redundancy modes in Definition 5.

Property 1. The state of request service model can be either
executed in the container or out of time.

Proof.Given a token as user request in place pexe,MðpexeÞ ≠Ø
. When the condition t > Tdeadline satisfies, then transition tto
is fired, MðpexeÞ =Ø. The prepositional place pexe of transi-
tion tto has no token anymore, so the token cannot reach
place pe. On the contrary, it can be proved too. ☐ ☐

In this HMCNmodel, places pOser e and place pto represent
two states (executed in container successfully and running
out of time) in the microservice request model, respectively.
They are proved to be mutually exclusive.

Definition 4 (microservice relation). The symbols MSðiÞ >
MSðjÞ, MSðiÞ +MSðjÞ, MSðiÞ ‖MSðjÞ, and MSðiÞ◎MSðjÞ,
represent the sequence, branch, parallel, and loop relations
between MSðiÞ and MSðjÞ, respectively.

The microservice relation of microservice composition is
modeled with RLði, jÞ, which represents the relation between
MSðiÞ and MSðjÞ. RLði, jÞ: MSðiÞ ×MSðjÞ⟶ f>,+,‖,◎g is
the relationship between tasks, as depicted in Figure 3.

Definition 5 (redundant fault-tolerant mechanism). A pair
RFTM = ðFT, MODEÞ is used to describe the redundant
mechanism for fault tolerance. The redundant microservice
is assigned in light of the CARO algorithm. FTðMSðiÞÞ = f
MSði, 1Þ, MSði, 2Þ,⋯, MSði, rÞ,⋯, MSði, RÞg. MSðiÞ is the
primary microservice, and MSði, rÞ is the rth backup of
microservice MSðiÞ. When the primary microservice MSðiÞ
fails, the standby microservices MSði, rÞ starts, thus improv-
ing the reliability.MODE = fSEQ, PARg. Under the deadline
of the microservice Tdeadline, the redundancy mode can be
sequence or parallel, in which the backups are executed
actively or passively. For active backup execution, the pri-
mary and secondary copies are executed at the same time.
When the primary copy runs successfully, the secondary
copy is terminated. For passive backup execution, after the
primary copy fails, the secondary copy starts to run. If the
task execution is complete, the container is released.

The container model realizes the redundant fault-
tolerant mechanism, as shown in Figure 4. Place Pcontaineri
stores the queuing tasks of the container as tokens. If the

pI
containeri pO

containero

pI
ser_s pO

ser_e

tred

pexe

pctrl

texetser_streq

ps

tter

tto

pe

ptot>Tdeadline 

Figure 2: Modeling microservice request.
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processing capacity of the container is faster than the request
frequency, then transition tcontainer is fired. Finally, place prun
represents the execution state of tasks.

Property 2. The designed PrT net can effectively describe the
microservice backup redundancy in the container.

Proof. According to the backup execution mode, there are
two redundancy modes: sequential and parallel. Therefore,
this property is proven from the following two parts:

(i) When the condition ðTdeadline − TarrivalÞ > 2 ∗ texecution
is satisfied, then the sequence redundancy mode
works. In case of failure, the transition tfault fires,
and the token is transited to pcontainer, which is ready
for the next iteration

(ii) When the condition ðTdeadline − TarrivalÞ < 2 ∗
texecution is satisfied, then the parallel mode is selected
for redundancy. The synchronized execution of
microservices is realized by trun. Transitions
tcontainerðpÞ and tcontainerðqÞ fire independently, repre-
senting the parallel redundancy mode

Tdeadline is a given variable, and Tarrival depends on the
actual deployment of the container and the schema of the
microservice composition. ☐ ☐

The microservice MS in microservice composition MC
performs on specific nodes and links. In case of failure from
the node or link, the whole composition will also be affected.
The reliability of microservice composition is analyzed based
on the PrT net. The reliability requirement for MOCA is
defined below.

Definition 6 (cloud application reliability requirement). The
reliability of cloud application is a five-tuple (MS, MC, RD,
RP, V). MS and MC are the microservice and the microser-
vice compositions defined above, respectively. For the micro-
services fMS ð1Þ, MSð2Þ,⋯, MSðiÞ,⋯, MSðnÞg, the
parameters RD = frdð1,MCÞ, rdð2,MCÞ,⋯, rdðn,MCÞg and RP =
frpð1,MCÞ, rpð2,MCÞ,⋯, rpðn,MCÞg represent reliability degrada-
tion and perturbation, which are two basic reliability indica-
tors for the measurement. The criticality value
V = fV1, V2,⋯, Vng of each microservice can be calculated
with microservice relation and request frequency.

In this paper, RD and RP are the microservice reliability
quality parameters analyzed in Section 5 and the criticality
value V helps to measure the role of a microservice.

4.2. Reliability Calculation. Each microservice has a special
attribute failure rate, which describes the number of failures
over a while. The failure rate can be defined as the expected
number of project failures in a specified period [31]. The

ts(i) Pser_s(i) texe(i) Pser_e(i) te(i) pi,j

ts(j) Pser_s(j) texe(j) Pser_e(j) te(j) pe

ps

(a) Microservice composition with sequence relation

Pser_s(i) texe(i) Pser_e(i)

Pser_s(j) texe(j) Pser_e(j)

ps pets te

(b) Microservice composition with branch relation

ts(j) Pser_s(j) texe(j) Pser_e(j) te(j)
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ts(i) Pser_s(i) texe(i) Pser_e(i) te(i)

(c) Microservice composition with parallel relation

Pser_s(i) texe(i) Pser_e(i)
ps pets te

(d) Microservice composition with loop relation

Figure 3: Modeling basic structures of microservice composition.
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failure rate of a microservice conforms to the normal distri-
bution Nðμ, σ2Þ in this paper.

In the exponential reliability calculation, the failure rate
parameter (i.e., λi for the ith microservice) determines the
reliability evaluation indicator and time t is measured as
the execution time of a microservice.

ri = e−λi∗t: ð1Þ

Let MC be the microservice composition, and fλ1, λ2,⋯
,λng be the failure rate of n microservices. The failure rate
of the microservice composition is calculated based on the
workflow execution. MOCA may contain more than one
microservice relation. Wang et al. [29, 30] provides the aggre-
gation functions in Table 1 to calculate the λMC of the
sequential, parallel, branching, and loop relations of micro-
service composition.

The parameter bi represents the execution probability of
the ith branch in microservice composition, and li is used
to represent the execution probability of i times in a cycle.

Due to the uncertainty of the internal working state and
the instability of the cloud operation environment, the time
interval of fault occurrence is uncertain. For a specific micro-
service or the microservice composition in cloud application
within a specific time interval ΔT in a lifetime, the reliability
is as follows:

rΔT = e−λ∗ΔT : ð2Þ

Unstable links in microservice composition will affect the
response time of microservices in the lifetime intervals ΔTð
0Þ, ΔTð 2Þ,⋯, ΔTðmÞ,⋯, ΔTðM − 1Þ, which may lead to
execution out of time or unexpected failure during process-
ing tasks. ΔTðmÞ represents the mth period ΔT in the time
series. Each period has a reliability evaluation value rΔTðmÞ.

According to Ref. [32], the evolution in reliability time
series satisfies the 1st-order Markov Chain rule. Moreover,
since uncertain events trigger a single one-step transition,
the statistics of multiple one-step transitions in advance can
reflect the long-term evolution law of reliability.

5. Reliability Analysis and Algorithm

This section analyzes the cloud application reliability and
proposes a redundancy mechanism, three analysis modules
in the framework.

5.1. Reliability Perturbation Analysis. This section describes
the dynamic influence of microservice perturbation on
microservice composition.

The microservice is running under a specific status dur-
ing a period. For any m ∈ ½1,M − 1�, the mth reliability per-
turbation of the ith microservice within ΔTðmÞ can be
defined as follows:

pΔT mð Þ
i = rΔT m+1ð Þ

i − rΔT mð Þ
i , ð3Þ

where rΔTðmÞ
i represents the reliability of microservice si

within ΔTðmÞ. Similarly, rΔTMC represents the reliability of
microservice composition MC within ΔTðmÞ.

In order to eliminate the incompatibility between the dif-
ferent parameters, the Min-Max normalization technique
widely used in formula (4) is used to normalize the original
value. After performing Min-Max normalization for pertur-
bations, the reliability perturbation rate of the ith microser-
vice within ΔTðmÞ is defined as follows:

prΔT mð Þ
i =

pmax
i − pΔT mð Þ

pmax
i − pmin

i

, if pmax
i ≠ pmin

i ,

1, if pmax
i = pmin

i ,

8
><

>:
ð4Þ

where

pmax
i = max

m∈ 1,M−1½ �
pΔT mð Þ
i , ð5Þ

pmin
i = min

m∈ 1,M−1½ �
pΔT mð Þ
i : ð6Þ

Similar to formula (3) and formula (4), pΔTðmÞ
MC and

prΔTðmÞ
MC are perturbation and perturbation rate of microser-

vice composition MC within ΔTðmÞ.
The perturbation function for the single-step transition

can be regarded as a 1st-order Markov Chain evolution,
which describes the evolution rules of the latest reliability
time series of a microservice. The multiple times of perturba-
tions in the 1st-order Markov evolutionary reliability time
series can reflect the cumulative effects. The closer the distur-
bance is, the more accurate the execution state is.

A reliability sensitivity measurement method based on
perturbation perception is proposed based on reliability per-
turbation, and the cumulative negative impact of perturba-
tion is analyzed. Assuming ðM − 1Þ times of perturbations
in time series, the cumulative effect defines an influencing
factor parameter α ∈ ½0, 1� and the influencing factor for the
mth perturbation is αM−m. Through calculating the reliability
sensitivity, the perturbation based on the disturbance is mea-
sured by

Table 1: The calculation for the failure rate of microservice
composition according to structure.

Structure Failure rate calculation

Sequence λMC = 1 −
Yn

i=1
1 − λið Þ

Parallel λMC = 1 −
Yn

i=1
1 − λið Þ

Branch λMC = 1 −
Yn

i=1
bi ∗ 1 − λið Þ, 〠

n

i=1
bi = 1

Loop λMC = 1 −
Yn

i=1
li ∗ 1 − λið Þi, 〠

n

i=1
li = 1
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rp i,MCð Þ =
1

M − 1
∗ 〠

M−1

m=1
αM−mπΔT mð Þ, ð7Þ

where

πΔT mð Þ =
prΔT mð Þ

MC

prΔT mð Þ
i

, pΔT mð Þ
MC > 0,

0, pΔT mð Þ
MC ≤ 0:

8
>><

>>:
ð8Þ

The reliability sensitivity πΔTðmÞ in formula (7) is equal to
zero when the perturbation of microservice compositionMC
within ΔTðmÞ is negative. The more significant the positive
impact on the composition of microservices, the higher the
sensitivity of microservices. If the microservice has a negative
effect, the sensitivity is 0.

5.2. Reliability Degradation Analysis. The degradation caused
by microservice runtime exceptions may lead to cascading
effects in cloud applications. This section describes the static
impact of microservice degradation on microservice
composition.

In the dynamic cloud environment, the changes lead to
the upgrading or degradation of a microservice, measured
by microservice sensitivity.

The fluctuation rate of microservice si at continuous time
series points is calculated with formula (9):

f r i,MCð Þ =
1

M − 1
∗ 〠

M−1

m=0
πΔT mð Þ, ð9Þ

where

πΔT mð Þ =
prΔT mð Þ

MC

prΔT mð Þ
i

: ð10Þ

The reliability fluctuation rate with M time intervals ΔT
is represented by the ratio of the reliability of microservice
composition to the reliability of microservice si in unit time.

The reliability degradation of microservice composition
MC under influence of microservice si is calculated as fol-
lows:

rd i,MCð Þ =
f r i,MCð Þ

∑n
i=1 f r i,MCð Þ

: ð11Þ

5.3. Critical Microservice Identification. This section
describes the importance of user requests to each microser-
vice from the structure level of microservice composition.

In the cloud application, some microservices are often
requested by others. These microservices are considered
more critical because their failure has more impact on the
microservice composition than other normal ones. Intui-
tively, critical elements in MOCA are those that have many
requests from other critical ones. Inspired by the PageRank

algorithm in Ref. [33, 34], we propose an algorithm to mea-
sure the criticality of cloud microservices.

A microservice composition can be modeled as a
weighted directed graph G, where a node si in the graph rep-
resents a microservice and a directed edge ej,i from node si to
node sj represents the invocation relationship, i.e., si invokes
sj. Each node si in graph G has a nonnegative criticality value
Vi, which is in the range of ð0, 1Þ. Each edge ej,i in the graph
has a nonnegative weight valueWðej,iÞ, which is in the range
of ½0, 1�. The weight value of an edge ej,i based on request fre-
quency can be calculated by

W ej,i
� �

=
freqj,i

∑p
j=0freq j,i

, ð12Þ

where freqj,i is the invocation frequency of microservice sj by
other microservice si and p is the number of microservices
invoked by si. In this way, the edge ej,i has a more consider-
able weight value if microservice sj is invoked more fre-
quently by microservice si compared with other
microservices invoked by si.

The measurement of the microservice importance is
based on invocation relationship and request frequency
[35]. The microservices are considered more critical if many
other essential microservices frequently request them. This
microservice failure has more impact on the whole cloud
application than the normal microservices. The criticality
value for the microservice si is as follows:

Vi =
1 − d
n

+ d ∗ 〠
p

j=1
Vi ∗W ej,i

� �
, ð13Þ

where n is the number of microservices and p is the number
of microservices that invoke microservice si. The parameter
dð0 ≤ d ≤ 1Þ in equation (13) is employed to adjust the criti-
cality values derived from others so that Vi is composed of
the fundamental value of itself (i.e., ð1 − dÞ/n) and the
derived values from the microservices that invoked si.

By formula (13), microservice si has a more considerable
criticality value if the number of predecessors microservices p
and their weight value Wðej,iÞ are large, indicating that
microservice si is invoked by the other critical microservices
frequently.

Reliability degradation measures the degree of microser-
vice composition affected when microservice is degraded.
The critical microservice identification indicates the impor-
tance of a microservice in the microservice composition with
request frequency.

5.4. CARO Algorithm. This section will analyze the reliability
of cloud applications and explain the CARO algorithm based
on redundancy technology.
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The microservice fails only if all the backups fail, so for-
mula (14) can calculate the failure rate after R backups the
redundancy process:

λRi = 1 −
YR

r=1
1 − λrið Þ: ð14Þ

Let R be the number of redundant microservices and rri be
the reliability of the rth redundancy of microservice si.

The criticality value is updated because of changing the
microservice schema.

V′i =
1 − d
n

+ d ∗ 〠
p′

j=1
Vi′∗W ej,i

� �
, ð15Þ

where

p′ = p + srij j: ð16Þ

In formula (16),jsri j is the redundancy number of micro-
service si and p′ is the number of microservices that invoke
microservice si after redundancies.

To measure the negative influences of microservice reli-
ability degradation and perturbation, we combine the degra-
dation and perturbation, considering microservice criticality,
and present a novel approach for cloud application reliability
measurement. The cloud application reliability of microser-
vice composition MC under the influence of microservice si
is calculated as follows:

CAR i,MCð Þ =
γ ∗ rd i,MCð Þ + 1 − γð Þ ∗ Vi′, rMC < rEMC,

rp i,MCð Þ, rMC ≥ rEMC:

8
<

:

ð17Þ

In the case of lower reliability, rMC < rEMC in formula (17),
the purpose is to improve the microservice reliability and
reduce its degradation to the cloud application. rEMC is the
expected value of reliability for microservice composition
MC. After achieving the desired value, the main objective is
to stabilize the perturbation, and rpði,MCÞ measures the reli-
ability quality dominantly.

The CARO algorithm includes two parts: (1) ranking the
influence degree from microservice reliability to cloud appli-
cation and (2) selecting the optimal fault-tolerant strategy.
The development procedures are as follows:

(1) The initial architecture design of MOCA is provided
with a microservice composition graph. The micro-
services can be sorted based on the cloud application
reliability, and the most critical microservices can be
identified. The ranking results determine the alloca-
tion of redundancies (line 12 in Algorithm 1).

(2) Since the most critical microservices are identified,
each candidate performance is calculated, and the
most suitable redundancy resource is selected for
each important microservice (lines 5-11 in Algo-
rithm 1) after iteration. The improved design and
ranking results are updated to the redundancy
scheme again (line 14 in Algorithm 1) after iteration

The output value ReS in the CARO algorithm represents
the redundancies for each microservice in the schema. After

Input:λΔTðmÞ
i , γ, number of redundant microservices R, microservice composition schema S, andM time series from initial time inter-

val ΔTð0Þ to final time interval ΔTðM − 1Þ number of microservices n
Output: index list of redundant microservices ReS

1 calculate rΔTðmÞ
i with formula (2);

2 calculate λΔTðmÞ
MC and rΔTðmÞ

MC with formula (2) and formulas in Table I;
3 for r = 1 to R do
4 for i = 1 to n do
5 calculate rdði,MCÞ with formula (7);
6 calculate rpði,MCÞ with formula (11);
7 calculate Vi with formula (15);
8 if rMC ≤ rEMC then
9 calculate CARði,MCÞ with formula (11) and formula (15);
10 else
11 calculate CARði,MCÞ with formula (7);
12 ranking CARði,MCÞ and get max index i;
13 add index i to ReS;
14 update microservice composition schema S;
15 return ReS;

Algorithm 1: CARO.
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the reliability optimization process, we can obtain the updated
microservice composition schema with redundancies.

6. Simulation

We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed FTCARE strategy. This paper
focuses on the reliability guarantee of cloud applications
based on a microservice. In conclusion, the experiment is
aimed at answering the following Research Questions (RQ):

(i) Proving the effectiveness of the FTCARE strategy
with different workflow examples. According to the
analysis, the cloud application reliability based on a
microservice increases with redundancy operation,
and minor perturbation is expected

(ii) Comparing the cloud application reliability with and
without considering degradation. Considering the
degradation, the improvement of microservice reli-
ability is faster for saving time to stabilize reliability
perturbation

6.1. Simulation Environment. The reliability improvement
approach is implemented in Java with Python 3.6.0 and
PyCharm 2020.1.2. A program package for analysis and visu-
alization of cloud application reliability is used to simulate
microservice composition workflows. Microservice reliability
data sets are obtained from papers of other researchers, and
other data are generated in simulation.

Take ten workflows in Ref. [36] as examples, as depicted
in Figure 5. These ten commonly used workflow models are
based on the basic structure of microservice composition,
including serial and parallel. By mixing the basic microser-
vice composition structure, we can get individual examples.
In ten groups of workflows, each microservice has an inde-
pendent failure rate. The microservice composition com-
posed of microservices also has its failure rate and
reliability. The failure rate of microservice composition is
determined according to the microservice relations modeling
and analysis.

Fourteen microservices are selected as the essential simu-
lation elements, which run for a period of 100 s. In order to
simplify the actual scene, in the simulation experiment, each
workflow node only runs one microservice. That is, each task
is mapping one microservice. During the runtime, the failure
rate varies in the range of ð0, 0:1�, and we observe 99 intervals
for simulation. The microservice failure rate dataset is gener-
ated randomly because the failure in an actual situation
occurs by accident or under rapidly changing conditions.
Moreover, in the observed execution time, the microservice
failure rate conforms to a normal distribution in formula
(18) with a mathematical expectation of μ = 0:05 and vari-
ance δ = 0:015.

λ
ΔT mð Þ
i = random∙normal μ, δ,Nð Þ, ð18Þ

wherem represents the time interval ½1,100� and i ∈ ½1, 14�. N
is the sample number.

The request frequency between its processor or succes-
sor is generated randomly in the interval ½80,100� with
formula (19).
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Figure 5: Ten workflows of microservice composition for
simulation.
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freq j,i = randomðÞ ∗ scale + min, ð19Þ

where scale = 20 and min = 80.
The purpose of the experiment is to explore the reliability

of microservice composition under dynamic disturbance. In
order to simplify the simulated experiment, the request fre-
quency is constant during the whole execution time in the
experiment.

The redundancy scheme is designed as an array with
repeating elements, representing the redundant microservice,
and the failure rate will update by replicating critical ele-
ments in Section 5. For example, the scheme array [1, 3, 5]
means the first microservice has two redundancies, and the
third and fifth microservice has only one backup.

The details about the sequence and parallel modes are not
considered in simulation related to the execution time and
subdeadline of microservices. Instead, we only consider the
redundancy number, and the execution mechanism is viewed
as a black box.

6.2. Simulation Results. Through the simulation of ten data
groups, we can calculate the reliability with redundancies
quantitatively. Figure 6 shows the analysis of cloud applica-
tion reliability after simulating ten workflows. The observed
variables are reliability and disturbance. We can find that
the algorithm proposed in this paper helps improve the
QoS performance of microservice composition based on the
fluctuation of existing microservice reliability through these
ten sets of data. The trend shows that with the increase of
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redundancies, the reliability of microservice composition
improves, and its vibration decreases.

As shown in Figure 6, the reliability disturbance
decreases from 6% to nearly 0% as redundancies increase.

However, this change is not linear because the disturbance
is focused on the difference in microservice reliability
between adjacent sampling periods in time series. Thus, by
improving the reliability of microservices, the reliability of
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microservice composition is also improved. However, the
ratio between them is uncertain in the short term considering
the influence of timing.

Besides, our algorithm is designed to discuss the reliabil-
ity fluctuation under the premise of high reliability. There-

fore, it does not make sense if the microservice composition
remains stable at low reliability. Therefore, with the improve-
ment of redundancy operation, it is expected that the overall
reliability will be improved, and the fluctuation will tend to
be stable.
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6.3. Algorithm Comparison and Result Analysis. The empha-
sis of this section is to compare the influence of different
redundancy strategies. We use the CARO algorithm without
considering degradation and perturbation, selecting three
algorithms for comparison by simulating ten workflows.

The algorithm without considering degradation is only
for microservice disturbance redundancy. Therefore, we
optimize reliability, as shown in the high-reliability condi-
tion. In Figure 7, the redundancy helps improve reliability,
but it will take a long time to achieve high reliability if only
for the fluctuation of the redundancy operation. The iterative
steps will be wasted on maintaining the stability of microser-
vice composition and ignoring the reliability parameters.

Figure 7 shows that the proposed CARO algorithm per-
forms better than the others. The microservice composition
reliability can achieve a higher value because of the ranking
process. For each iteration, the microservices with the top
reliability value are replicated. To improve the effectiveness
of the FTCARE strategy, we distinguish the levels so that
the application reliability is not confused with perturbation
at a low level.

The CARO algorithm with ranking selection performs
not as well as the other two algorithms but can also achieve
high reliability with minor vibration by increasing the redun-
dancy number finally.

Comparing our ten sets of trials, each set of data fits the
rules of the above analysis. Hence, there is a wide range of
applicability, not for an individual microservice composition.
From the diagram data, we can see that as the number of
microservices increases and their complexity increases, it
takes longer to reach an expected state.

Figure 8 compares the CARO algorithm perturbation
performance with degradation and perturbation analysis for
workflow simulations. Again, the CARO algorithm can reach
the lowest perturbation much faster than the other two.

The reliability perturbation reduces not continuously
because it offers dynamic vibration during execution time.
For example, the reliability of the ith microservice at ΔTðm
− 1Þ, ΔTðmÞ, and ΔTðm + 1Þ time intervals are 60%, 60%,
and 65%, and the maximum perturbation is 5%. However,
in the redundancy process, the reliability is 90%, 80%, and
95%, and the perturbation is 10%, which means the reliability
perturbation performs terribly at this time point. However,
with the improvement of reliability, the vibration space is
narrower. For example, if overall reliability achieves more
than 95%, the maximum reliability perturbation is only 5%
because it cannot exceed 100% in reality.

Besides that, we can find that the impact of redundancy
optimization strategy on stability is more prominent with
the growth of the number of microservices and the improve-
ment of schema complexity. For workflow 10, the earlier sta-
bility of microservice composition is achieved by using fewer
redundancies, and the optimization efficiency is much
higher. In workflow 1, the efficiency difference of the three
algorithms is not particularly obvious. As the number of
microservices increases, the amount of redundancies
required also increases to achieve the stability goal.

Similarly, ten trials found that, as the number of
microservices and the complexity of microservice composi-

tion structure increases, it takes longer to reach a stable
state. In other words, with the improvement of workflow
complexity, the efficiency of our optimization CARO algo-
rithm is higher.

Our proposed CARO algorithm takes high reliability as a
priority and fluctuation as the second optimization factor.
Therefore, the fluctuation is relatively large in the early stage
of the optimization disturbance process, reaching an
expected state. In contrast, without degradation, which takes
the influence of optimization fluctuation as the only factor, it
has high efficiency of disturbance optimization but may pro-
duce low reliability for a while.

As we analyzed, in low-reliability, degradation ranking is
used to update the redundancy scheme. Thus, the redun-
dancy operation improves the microservice composition reli-
ability on one side. On the other side, it reduces or narrows
the degradation. Both effects help speed up the optimization
effectiveness, and after that, perturbation plays a role instead.

6.4. Parameter Analysis. We have used some variables in the
calculation formula to analyze the reliability of cloud applica-
tions based on microservices in Section 5. In the following
part, we will discuss the influence of these variables on reli-
ability optimization.

CARO optimization focuses on steady improvement by
computing the reliability of cloud applications. We have
defined the variables of expected reliability rEMC. When
the reliability is lower than the threshold rMC < rEMC, the
main objective of the optimization is to improve the reli-
ability of the application. When the reliability reaches the
threshold rMC ≥ rEMC, the purpose of optimization is to
eliminate the fluctuation. Therefore, we take workflow
eight as an example to verify whether the optimization
goal is achieved. In order to make the comparison more
apparent, the fluctuation of reliability is expressed by mul-
tiplying its value by five. In Figure 9, the threshold of
cloud applications is 80%. When the reliability value is
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Figure 9: Analysis of the expected reliability rEMC for workflow 8.
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lower than it, the overall reliability is improved, but the
fluctuation is relatively high. When the reliability reaches
80%, the overall reliability is improved, but the fluctuation
also tends to be gentle.

We can find that other workflow mentioned in this paper
can also meet this optimization goal through our experimen-
tal comparison. Similarly, when we modify the expected
value of reliability rEMC, the figures of reliability analysis fol-
low the same rule. However, because of the length of the arti-
cle, we do not demonstrate all the pictures here. In the
practical MOCA applications, both positive and negative
fluctuations of reliability are not expected. However, the pos-
itive impact of microservice reliability on service composi-
tion is pursued, while the negative impact is suppressed
through a reliability improvement strategy. That is where
we optimize the difference between reliability degradation

and fluctuation. The goal of fluctuation is to be stable, and
the goal of degradation is to enhance.

When computing the reliability of cloud services, the
parameter γ divides the importance and degradation of
microservices. With experience, we take γ as a number from
0 to 1. On the one hand, we need to consider the importance
of a microservice in microservice composition schema. On
the other hand, the impact of microservice reliability on
microservice composition also needs to be studied. There-
fore, the value of γ needs to be discussed.

In order to analyze the influence of γ on reliability opti-
mization, we use workflow eight as a simulation example.
When γ = 1, the impact of reliability degradation on micro-
service composition is considered first. When γ = 0, the crit-
icality of a microservice in microservice composition plays a
decisive role. The value of γ between 0 and 1 indicates the
trade-off between the both indicators.

We can see from Figure 10 that the value of γ does not
affect the reliability and fluctuation. In other words, if reli-
ability degradation has a significant impact on microservice
composition, it is equally essential in the schema. Thus, we
can use parameters rdði,MCÞ and V′i to analyze the reliability
characteristics when the threshold is at a low level identically.

Finally, the critical value of a microservice after updating
redundancy schema is influenced. Here, we take an example
with workflow 8. In Figure 11, none redundancy means all
the microservices in the workflow is without redundancy.
Redundancy = ½3� and Redundancy = ½3, 3� mean the third
microservice has once and twice the redundancy.
Redundancy = ½3, 4� means the third and the fourth micro-
service in the workflow has redundancy.

As shown in Figure 11, with redundancy, the importance
of microservices in service composition decreases. On the
one hand, the objective of the optimization is to reduce the
importance of a microservice. On the other hand, its
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objective is to reduce the negative impact of a microservice
on microservice composition. From this simulation, we can
conclude that the importance of a microservice decreases
with the increase of redundancy.

7. Conclusion

In the cloud computing environment, the reliability dynam-
ically occurs at runtime, which also has a dynamic impact
on the whole application. It leads to the concept drift of prob-
ability distribution of reliability time series of a microservice.
The evolution of the reliability time series for a microservice
follows a continuous time-homogeneous 1st-order Markov
Chain evolution rule.

The fluctuation of cloud applications at a time series is
uncertain at neighboring time points. So, the effective reli-
ability fluctuation measurement method must evaluate the
impact of the uncertainty.

This paper proposes a ranking-based framework to build
fault-tolerant cloud applications.

(i) We first model the components in MOCA and cloud
application reliability requirement with PrT net. In
order to identify the critical microservices, an
improved PageRank algorithm has been proposed
with request frequency and microservice relation
through three steps, i.e., graph building, criticality
ranking, and microservice determination

(ii) Then, the multiple temporal transitions of microser-
vice reliability influence the microservice composi-
tion in the cloud environment, and the
perturbation function describes the single-step tran-
sition of microservice reliability in a cloud applica-
tion. The reliability degradation of a microservice
may pose a more significant potential threat to the
cloud application. The impact of microservice fail-
ures on the MOCA reliability is measured

(iii) Finally, we present a novel FTCARE strategy to
determine the most suitable redundancy for a micro-
service after analyzing the perturbation and degra-
dation properties of a microservice. The
microservice reliability properties in microservice
composition are iteratively updated by ranking after
redundancy. The reliability of the redundancy
scheme is the probability that at least one microser-
vice completes successfully

We plan to further expand our work, mainly around the
following two directions. Firstly, different fault-tolerant strat-
egies are studied so that each key microservice can be
deployed more suitably. Secondly, the microservice based
on environmental diversity is combined with the reliability
prediction method to improve effectiveness further.
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